2023 Possibilities Summits

Explore the possibilities in your community

We believe who you are makes you better at what you do.

Expand your personal network, cultivate top industry skills, and explore the wealth of opportunities available at Goldman Sachs. Possibilities Summits is our two-week virtual campus program. Our program provides robust professional development, transparency into the recruitment process, and engagement with our people and leaders.

Let us invest in you. Learn to:

• Boost your “story of self” to showcase your unique assets
• Upskill your technical skills through our Level Up series
• Enhance your resume and interview skills
• Cultivate connections with Goldman Sachs professionals and community
• Select candidates may have the opportunity to interview for 2024 summer analyst roles
• A select group of participants will be invited to our In-Person Summits

Possibilities Summits:
Black Possibilities Summit | CUNY Possibilities Summit | Diverse Ability | Engineering Possibilities Summit | HBCU Possibilities Summit | Hispanic/Latinx Possibilities Summit | Pride Summit | Veterans Possibilities Summit | Women’s Possibilities Summit

Application Deadline
11:59 p.m. ET, December 7, 2022

Program
Virtual:
January 17, 2023 – January 30, 2023

In Person:
1-3 days in February 2023 – May 2023
Dallas | New York | Salt Lake City

Program Eligibility

• 1st, 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students
• Graduating December 2023 - July 2026
• Meet the eligibility requirements as outlined on our flyer, website, and application

Apply Today

Make things possible.

Have a question or need accommodations? Reach out to diversityrecruiting@gs.com
Program Eligibility

Complete your application by selecting all programs you are eligible for and interested in

2023 Possibilities Summits

Undergraduate students graduating between December 2023 – June 2026

- Black Possibilities Summit | Undergraduate students that identify as Black
- CUNY Possibilities Summit | Undergraduate students that attend a CUNY school
- Diverse Abilities | Undergraduate students that identify as having a disability
- HBCU Possibilities Summit | Undergraduate students that attend an HBCU
- Hispanic/Latinx Possibilities Summit | Undergraduate students that identify as Hispanic/Latinx
- Pride Summit | Undergraduate students that identify as LGBTQ+
- Veterans Possibilities Summit | Undergraduate military veteran students including enlisted and commissioned personnel
- Women’s Possibilities Summit | Undergraduate students that identify as women

Undergraduate students graduating between December 2023 – June 2026

- Engineering Possibilities Summit | Undergraduate students that identify as Black, Hispanic/Latinx, Native American, or women and are interested in pursuing careers in engineering, including software engineering, systems engineering, cyber security, and quantitative strategist

Make things possible.

Have a question or need accommodations? Reach out to diversityrecruiting@gs.com
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